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Abstract: 

Physical education (PE) has been traditionally considered as a practical and ‘hands-on’ subject in 

schools, where close proximity and physical contact is common, particularly in India which has a high 

proximity culture. Significantly, the delivery of PE has changed because of the Covid-19 pandemic, and 

this brings significant consequences for preservice PE teachers. The aim of the paper is to explore the 

changes of PE during Covid-19 and the effects on pre-service teachers. Semi-structured interviews were 

used to produce data with a group of 12 preservice PE teachers from India (four women and eight men) 

who were undertaking their practicum in PE when the Covid-19 lockdown was imposed in India. 

Dredging was used as an analytical technique to identify the relations and affects that comprised 

assemblages of bodies, things and social formations. 

Results suggest that preservice teachers are having difficulties in re-assembling PE in the age of Covid-

19, and that this produces the affects of precarity, fear and insecurity. Furthermore, the PE re-

assemblage also results in a shift of pedagogical affects. The participants particularly struggled to think 

on a PE assemblage that does not include the affect of physical encounters with their students. The new 

assemblage of PE also included encounters with digital technologies, which allowed for particular 

openings and closings for a re-alignment into the shifted PE. 

Pre-service teachers were unfamiliar with the way the PE assemblage has shifted, and this shifting 

affected their ability to produce affects in the ‘new PE’. The new PE assemblage leads to a significant 

change in the culture of PE teaching in India, where physical contact between teachers and students was 

previously normal and taken for granted. 
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Introduction 

The emergence of Covid-19 has meant innumerable changes in the educational. The pandemic has led to 

the implementation of protocols that has changed how teachers teach and communicate with students 

and families. This situation makes it necessary to rethink education and, particularly, Physical 

Education. PE has been claimed to be socially constructed, that is, defined by what is said, written and 

done in its name. Historical records have also demonstrated how the subject has changed through time 

and its condition of temporality. PE is practised in particular places and at specific times therefore, the 

emergence of Covid-19 has represented a need to analyse the changes of PE. Preservice teachers are 

educated into a traditional delivery of PE and therefore, now they struggle to teach PE given the massive 

changes and lack of governmental guidance during the pandemic. 

PE has been traditionally considered as a practical and ‘hands-on’ subject in schools, where close 

proximity and physical contact is common. Significantly, the delivery of PE has shifted to fully online in 

India because of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, and this may bring significant consequences for 
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preservice PE teachers. A few years ago, cautioned us about the impacts of a shift to digital PE, and this 

seems to be occurring (intended or unintended) in different places mainly because of the conditions 

brought on by the pandemic. However, Spain has remained hesitant to use digital technologies for the 

delivery of PE and has a more traditional and hands-on approach. This is because, as demonstrated 

elsewhere, India has a more touch-oriented culture than other Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian. 

As of today (25 August 2020) there are no clear policies in Spain regarding what should be done and 

what teachers should do in the classroom before classes restart after summer holidays in less than one 

month. There are already rumours suggesting an indefinite strike until the government establishes 

guidelines that guarantee a safe return to the classrooms. However, it has been implied that it will be up 

to each school to decide how they will deal with the return to the classrooms, and this may be 

particularly problematic for PE. 

The aim of the paper is to explore the changes of PE during Covid-19 and the effects on pre-service 

teachers. The specific research question that guided our investigation was: ‘How is PE re-assembled 

during Covid-19 and what are the affects produced?’ 

 

Re-assembling PE in the age of Covid-19 

The PE assemblage has changed due to Covid-19. The pandemic has had a number of affects on the 

traditional delivery of the subject. The participants viewed the changes undergoing in PE as a threat 

based on multiple perspectives. The nature of PE activities may be different in the future: 

I think many teachers will now propose more individual than group exercises or cooperative activities in 

the classes. This will be easier, and the individual activities will limit physical contact. They [students] 

won’t learn from each other, or if they do, it’ll be respecting their distance.  

The group activities were part of the traditional assemblage of PE and that this entity is now ‘at risk’ 

because of the increased personal space necessary to avoid Covid-19 infection. How PE is being re-

assembled through mitigation efforts to reduce encounters, group activities, and cooperative moments 

with students. How tasks may be planned now to avoid physical contact in the classes, shifting to a more 

individual approach away from the social. In this regard, Cecilia also commented on the limitation of 

physical contact: 

I believe PE classes will change a lot, especially if we follow all the security measures that are in place 

now. Teachers will now plan other activities, in which physical contact is kept to the minimum. (Cecilia) 

Preservice PE teachers usually have varying expectations about the profession, and they often include 

that it involves movement, wearing sports gear and direct contact with students. However, the 

expectations are being re-assembled through affects produced by the ongoing pandemic. The tasks and 

responsibilities of PE teachers may change in this new assemblage. Such work may include the 

disinfection of equipment, or acting more as police or office employees: 

We have shifted in having a direct and face-to-face job to a job that is like being an office or admin 

employee. We are just with a computer delivering content to our students without having that immediate 

feedback or response from them. I really miss that contact that, at the end of the day, is key in education. 

That is the kind of education that we have grown up with and the one that we imagine. But we also think 

this is a temporary situation and I don’t think we’ll need to act as police in the next few years. We can’t 

imagine our entire teaching career being like this. It’d just change everything we know and I don’t think 

it’ll be to such an extent, but I’m not sure.This shift in role as PE teacher, demands and expectations of 
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the field brings different fears and assemblages among the preservice teachers, which can be dredged as 

follows: 

Online teaching – fears – successful teaching – face-to-face delivery – PE roots – role changes 

Gastón (above) also expressed the view that teaching before Covid-19 was better than the way they are 

supposed to teach PE now and related this to how education has traditionally been in the past. In so 

doing, he showed a sentiment of nostalgia – that is, a sentimental longing for a period in the past – and 

how in current times of Covid-19 there is a wish to go back to the delivery of PE in the way it was done 

before the pandemic. The preservice teachers believed the PE assemblage they experienced as students 

was more effective than what students are experiencing today. That is, the subject has been re-assembled 

due to the changing nature of the environment which has led to different PE experiences for young 

people. Now that PE has been re-assembled differently, the preservice teachers struggled to align their 

bodies with the new version of the subject, and the use of digital technologies can augment or limit their 

alignment into the new PE assemblage. 

For participants, direct instruction and demonstration from the teacher is important. This teaching style 

has historically been augmented through physical support (touching) with students in order to maneuver 

bodies and learn through bodily connections. Such a pedagogical approach was useful for these 

preservice teachers when they were students.  

Until now, we have noticed that the teacher used to help students in the classes. For example, the teacher 

used to form two lines with students and in one of them helped students to perform a forward roll, and 

physical contact was very important. We can’t do this anymore. Also, students were used to the direct 

contact with the teacher, waiting for instructions, even though physical contact wasn’t always included.  

The lack of teacher guidance and direct contact with students, and how this led participants to feel more 

insecure about their future role as PE teachers and what is expected from them. 

Online teaching is going to make us not be able to deal with our fears and insecurities that we might 

have, such as the concern towards some of the students’ attitudes and how to overcome these challenges 

successfully … all this pandemic situation will end up in us not being able to negotiate these behavioural 

issues when we go back to face-to-face teaching. This statement may be dredged as: 

touching – fears – maneuvering – guidance – feelings – insecurity – return to school 

The connections in the above assemblage produces a different PE, one that has changed according to 

these preservice teachers’ perspectives. This new PE assemblage includes affects related to the precarity 

of PE (Kirk Citation2020), such as fears and insecurity. Fears and insecurity have been previously found 

in the assemblage of preservice PE teachers (see González-Calvo et al. Citation2020b) and they are now 

intensified because of Covid-19. In the next section we will explore the affects of this re-assembling 

toward precarity. 

 

The affects of re-assembling PE: precarity, fear, and insecurity 

Preservice teachers have been socialised into the previous PE assemblage. Thus, they are now struggling 

how PE is being re-assembled and shifting in light of Covid-19. The following statements highlight this: 

Imagine that you return to school and suddenly, there is such joy from the students to see you again and 

they’ll all run towards you to hug you. Would you dare to say, ‘No, don’t come closer to me’? That’s 

quite hard! How can you say to a kid not to hug you? (Dario) 

It’d be really difficult to tell a child not to hug you. (Cecilia) 
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These preservice teachers are now unfamiliar with the way the PE assemblage has shifted (due to Covid-

19 as well as other actors like regulations, people, schools, etc.). PE now includes different affects, such 

as fears and social distancing, which were not included in their original PE assemblage. Thus, the 

shifting of the assemblage affects their familiarity and their ability to produce affects in the ‘new PE’. 

These participants struggled to think on a PE assemblage that does not include the affect of physical 

encounters with their students. Their bodies now have fewer opportunities to affect other bodies and to 

be affected in a direct and face-to-face way. Some of those affects are now replaced online, and they still 

interact with other bodies, external things, objects and relations through different technologies. In so 

doing, this leads to a different form of assemblage, one that these participants are not used to. 

It is worth clarifying that, as demonstrated elsewhere, physical contact between teachers and students in 

India is not just allowed, but also fomented and taken for granted. In this respect, these preservice 

teachers were used to producing affects through physical touch with students. Now, they suddenly 

needed to replace those encounters with technological devices or other resources. However, they were 

simultaneously aware of the possible fears they may face if students demonstrated any possible symptom 

of having the Covid-19 virus, and how this would affect the assemblage of PE, as demonstrated below: 

There’s always going to be the fear if a cough is just a cough or the virus. We’ll need to face a different 

reality. If they [students] come to hug me because they are happy, I don’t want to say ‘stop’ and reject 

their hug. I think that’s a part of our profession. But of course, there is fear and respect [towards the 

virus]. If a child touches you, you might need to go right away to wash your hands or whatever. There 

will also be fear about handling the equipment. For example, if you need to give a tennis ball to each one 

of them, maybe deep inside you’ll be thinking ‘are all balls well-disinfected?’ Because at the end, I’ll be 

the one responsible for that. (Sarah) 

I’ve been thinking about the use of the equipment. If a child uses it, does it mean that the next child can’t 

use it? Or how would it work? Will we need to disinfect the equipment constantly? Should we wear 

surgical masks at all times, which makes it more difficult for us to breath? I don’t know … it’s a very 

uncertain situation. Regarding the content, most of it is included in the curriculum, and I think most of it 

related to body awareness, motor skills, physical activity and health is okay … it’d be okay to teach it 

individually. But cooperative activities are also important and we’ll need to limit them maybe. (Diego) 

The participants above were projecting their role as PE teachers after the return to school, and how their 

role might need to be extended now to one that includes the chores of a cleaner, applying disinfectant to 

all the PE equipment after each touch from students. In so doing, this demonstrates the complexities of 

the human (e.g. teacher, student, bodies) and nonhuman (e.g. equipment, balls, masks) interactions. Let’s 

dredge the statements above: 

cough – virus – hug – reject – fear – touch – wash – equipment – balls – doubt – uncertainty – child – 

masks – curriculum – body – movement – limit 

In the above narratives, our preservice teachers illustrated how fear, doubt, and precarity were produced 

in PE. Children’s bodies are emplaced in PE. Unlike before, when a child coughs or sneezes it is no 

longer natural. Rather it produces different affects. These affects range from fear, rejection, worry, and 

uncertainty. It is the connection between the child – cough – equipment – virus assemblage that 

produces a different feeling in PE. As a consequence, the above objects converge to produce precarity in 

PE. 
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PE re-assemblage: pedagogical affects 

Digital technologies have allowed for particular openings and closings for a re-alignment into the shifted 

PE assemblage. 

… classes will be more like video tutorials of exercises, that is just to move a little bit, in which learning 

is not that effective. (Cecilia) 

In this statement, Cecilia is describing how PE is being re-assembled through technology. In these new 

classes, encounters are mainly produced through technologies and video tutorials. Interestingly, Cecilia 

is resistant to the re-assembling when she claimed videos cannot be effective for students to learn the 

content. In this sense, the fear and uncertainty produced through the re-assembling process has led to 

Cecilia and others to underestimate their own ability to affect this process, especially in relation to 

digital technologies. From this perspective, digital technologies limited participants’ ability to produce 

affect in the re-assembled PE. Furthermore, participants commented on their need to have ‘real’ students 

to interact with, rather than just having them ‘on screen’, so they can better plan and assess the activities 

according to the immediate feedback and responses that they obtain from students. Manuel and Cesar 

commented in this regard: 

Not having the students in front of you makes it extremely complex to plan the activities according to 

their psychological and pedagogical characteristics. For example, I plan my activities for 6- and 12-year-

old children without knowing exactly how is each one of them, because I don’t know them too well in 

person. I do whatever I can according to theoretical and logical guidelines, but I don’t know if they work 

in reality. (Manuel) 

The direct work with students is now lost and the teaching is dehumanised. We plan activities according 

to a standard space that families should have at their homes and making some simple adaptations so 

everyone can do them. That direct contact is now lost and it’s so much more difficult to assess 

effectively both students and units. (Cesar) 

Immediate face-to-face feedback and direct contact is thus important for the assemblage of the PE class. 

The student now is ‘a virtual ghost’ for the participants, shifting the assemblage of the PE class to one 

that includes encounters with virtual bodies rather than real ones. This shows the complexity of human 

(e.g. students, families) and nonhuman (e.g. space, homes) interactions. The statements above can be 

dredged as follows: 

students – lost – dehumanization – space – families – homes 

Direct instruction was the previous preferred method by these participants, but all of the above elements 

converge to require a new pedagogical perspective. This new pedagogical perspective needs to cater 

now for a different PE assemblage that includes different affects. 

In this way, participants beliefs about the roots of PE are clearing affecting the assemblage. They 

suddenly faced the need to include digital technologies in the assemblage of PE, which they were not 

considered prior Covid-19. The preservice teachers also demonstrated a clear split between practice and 

theory in the subject. Therefore, this produces a new assemblage of the becoming of PE, in which digital 

technologies produce significant affects with the rest of the material bodies. 

PE is a subject in which movement and face-to-face instruction has traditionally been significant. 

Students’ bodies interact with movement, the teacher’s body (e.g. when the teacher demonstrates an 

exercise), the space (e.g. the gymnasium) and with each other’s bodies for group activities. In this sense, 

all these components used to conform the class, and now these preservice teachers struggle to shift that 

assemblage to one that includes more digital support and individual activities. 
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The Covid-19 pandemic may therefore give students options for exploring new movement cultures on 

their own as part of PE, and it takes out some pressure from preservice teachers as they cannot see 

students’ reactions. For example, we could see students now designing their own physical activity 

circuits that they can perform from their homes, or their chosen individual outdoor activities with social 

distancing, guided by the recommendations of their teachers. This would also allow a shift into more 

student-centred pedagogies, affecting the PE assemblage in a different. While most participants were 

uncomfortable with the new approach of delivering PE, some of them also demonstrated capacities to 

adapt to change and produce new knowledge. This shifting of PE may thus act as an agentic assemblage 

(Bennett Citation2010) in which ‘things’ act with different forces producing different intensities. 

 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper was to explore the changes of PE during Covid-19 and the effects on pre-

service PE teachers. Results suggest that Covid-19 is affecting the delivery of PE, shifting to individual 

away from social, having limited physical contact, and shifting the role of the teacher. All this comes 

together to produce a precarious situation for preservice teachers. A number of changes were detected in 

the delivery of PE, such as the need to reject touch and compassion, and how the pandemic produces 

fear and vulnerability. Such changes limit the ways teachers can teach and students can move through 

human and nonhuman bodies. This leads to a change on PE pedagogies, that is, the shift to online/video 

teaching, the shift away from direct instruction, feelings of dehumanisation, the role of space, families, 

and homes in producing learning. Several things get lost in the way, such as direct contact, and 

relationships with students and movement. This results in fears, vulnerability, and precarity, producing 

unfamiliar pedagogies. In this articulation, the preservice teachers felt nostalgia, which is the wishing to 

return to their experiences in PE. 

On the positive side, Covid-19 pandemic may give students options for exploring new movement 

cultures on their own as part of PE. We thus wonder if we are facing a radical change in the constitution 

of the PE field, and if these preservice teachers are ready to continue teaching PE in a way that includes 

more reliance on digital technologies, less (or no) physical contact with students and more personal 

space. This paper has shown the relationships between human and nonhuman bodies through the use of 

assemblages and affect in the age of Covid-19. While this paper has focussed only in Spain, it would be 

interesting to know the changes undergoing in PE in other countries during Covid-19 pandemic. 
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